PACIFICA LAND TRUST
SEEKS TO PROTECT
IRREPLACEABLE TREASURES
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ne of the great treasures that Pacifica
offers is the wealth ofopen space
available for those who want to
recreate outdoors. In current times,
the vast options we have for hiking, biking and
riding horses can seem like a luxury, but it's one
that's come about through decades of hard work
and stewardship by the Pacifica Land Trust.
Dinah Yerby serves as vice president of the
land trust's board ofdirectors and explains that
the PLT is a California nonprofit public benefit
corporation. Its mission is to "preserve, protect
and enhance the natural, scenic, recreational,
cultural, historic and open space environment,
including waterways and wildlife corridors of
Pacifica and the surrounding community for
present and future generations." She is keen to
point out that PLT acts as a steward to different
projects and doesn't own any of the land
outright.
"The way a land trust operates is there are
many different tools by which properties can be
preserved. One of them is outright ownership,"
she said. She explains that because the PLT

is small and run by an all-volunteer board, it
hasn't been in the position to take ownership
of any property so far. "But there are other
ways that that can be accomplished through
mechanisms such as conservation easements,
where somebody else may own the property, but
it requires a land trust, this nonprofit entity, to
manage and conserve a dedicated part of it for
public access and open space." The PLT acts
a steward that facilitates the preservation, and
restoration in some cases, oflands on a projectby-project basis.
Kathy Kellerman is the current president
of the PLT board. She details the history of
the trust back to the late 1980s. "There was an
open space advisory committee to the Pacifica
City Council created to help preserve the open
space of Pacifica. They identified a number of
significant parcels that they wanted to track for
inclusion and future open space and made a
recommendation that an independent land trust
be formed to help facilitate future protection."
In 1992, PLT was incorporated as a nonprofit
and, with the help of Peninsula Open Space
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From top, the path through Sweeney Ridge, trees in Pedro
Point, the slope at Mori Point and the restored estuary at
San Pedro Creek.
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Trust and other organizations, created
the bylaws and governance that guide the
PLT in serving as open space stewards.
"No sooner had PLT been
incorPorated," Kellerman says, "than the
Pedro Point Headlands was slated for
development."The headlands consist
of a 255-acre parcel that is home to a
multiplicity of birds, deer, coyote and
bobcat. It offers stunning vistas of rugged
cliffs overlooking sharp blue waves and
terrain ranging from coastal prairies to
forests of eucalyptus as well as Monterey
pine and bluffs open to the ocean air.
The area is a mixture ofsand, mud and
gravel deposited from sedimentary rocks
off the coast of Southern California
during the Cretaceous and Paleocene
eras over 65 million years ago. Over time,
this sand acrumulated and formed into
rock. Twenty-five to 40 million years
later, when the San Andreas fault started
developing, those rocks from Southern
California moved up north, canying
along granite from the Sierra Nevadas.
The result is a complex geological
tapestry and ribbons oflayered rock that
can still be seen.
"Ofcourse, those first board
members jumped right in to help protect
it." Kellerman relates has onerous a job
that was. "Multiple grants went to fund
preservation efforts." The land is now
half owned by the coast ofCalifornia
Coastal Conservancy, which had a
future interest in putting section of the
California Coastal Trail through the
property, and half by the city of Pacifica.
Yerby recounts a different restoration
effort spearheaded by the PLT in 2001.
"There used to be houses on Linda Mar
State Beach that were privately owned
and located near the mouth of San Pedro
Creek. There were flooding issues and
Pollution issues and the beach needed
to be restored. And so we facilitated,
with grant money we assigned to the
city the purchase of the properties and
money to clean up the beach," she said.
The rundown houses were demolished
and the mouth the creek was restored
to health. "It was actually a very one of
the very first successful examples ofa
managed retreat whereby they restored
the wetlands and replenished the beach
so that it wouldn't flood."

"Another project ofours is what
we refer to as the gateway to Sweeney
Ridge. OffofSkyline and right around
Sneath, there's an access point there to
the watershed that it goes down into San
Andreas Lake which is part of the water
supply for this region," Yerby explains.
She said that the city of Pacifica used
to own a seven-acre parcel there that it
wanted to sell for home development.
"A number of the neighbors in that area
came to the land trust and said, 'Hey,
this is going to threaten the watershed
and development there will potentially
contaminate the lake and the habitat,
and, by the way, our drinking supply."'
The PLT was able to facilitate a creative
deal with PG&E over mitigating the
impact of transmission lines it wanted to
put in the San Francisco watershed by
purchasing the parcel owned by Pacifica
and donating it as open space.
Both Kellerman and Yerby point
out that the projects they are talking
about take years to accomplish and
require creative thinking, partnership
and lots ofdiscussion. The long-term
benefit to these efforts in that so many
different open spaces are available for
use, something especially important in
these days ofsocial distancing and safe
recreation. The Pedro Point Headlands,
for example, has seen an increase in
visitors in recent months, but the
PLT takes its stewardship seriously
and believes there is plenty of space
for people to enjoy being outdoors
responsibly.
"The headlands used to be sort of
an unknown secret," Kellerman says.
"When you drive the highway past it,
you see a big bank ofeucalyptus trees.
And I think a lot of people have the
perception that this is just this isn't
beautiful open space with healthy
ecosystems. They just see the eucalyptus
and think fire hazard. But really, when
you get behind that eucalyptus screen,
there is a lot of healthy habitat."
Yerby references the Bay Area
Puma Project, conducted by the Felidae
Conservation Fund, which has a motionactivated camera in the headlands.
"They've captured pictures ofgray fox
and bobcats," Kellerman adds. "The
bobcats have actually raised young

The Pedro Point Headlands, with Pedro Point and Pacifica beyond.

"NO SOONER
HAD PLT BEEN
INCORPORATED,
THAN THE
PEDRO POINT
HEADLANDS
WAS SLATED FOR
DEVELOPMENT
... OF COURSE,
THOSE FIRST
BOARD MEMBERS
JUMPED RIGHT
INTO HELP
PROTECT IT,"
KATHY KELLERMAN,
PLT BOARD PRESIDENT
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up there." They've also captured photos of the
mountain lion, which raises questions of whether
they are transient visitors on the way Golden
Gate Park or somewhere else. "We get a beautiful
panoramic view, but that goes steeply down to
the ocean. And it's not very conducive to humans
going down there, but it's great for the wildlife. In
a sense, there's an area that humans and their dogs
on leash can use. And then there's still a refuge for
all the wildlife."
Kellerman cites another project started by
former board member Mika Vasey, who helped
the PLT get a grant from OffHighway Vehicle
Division of California State Parks to repair
damage in the headlands from an old motorcycle
club that used to zoom up and down the hills."No
doubt they had much fun, but years of use resulted
in erosion, gullies and silt going down into San
Pedro Creek, where the red-legged frog and the
steelhead trout live."The land was acquired by
Coastal Conservancy and the city Pacifica and
the three-year restoration project is now coming
to an end.
Ofcourse, work on preserving open lands is
always ongoing. The PLT was recently nominated
for an award by the Open Space Parkland

Advisory Committee for its efforts and looks
forward to finding different ways to continue their
stewardship. The board is currently working with
the Coastal Conservancy on the conservancy's
mandate to complete the California Coastal Trail
Says Kellerman, "There was quite a bit of public
outreach to find out that people wanted to do.
If they wanted to actually make it fully ADA
accessible, that would have pretty much taken
out almost all of the forest cover and replaced it
with retaining walls and switchbacks in order to
keep that low of a grade. Or did you want to
have a goat trail that went straight up and was
steep and narrow and not accessible to hardly
anybody?"
Various planning meetings were held
and public input was collected from different
constituencies. The result was a compromise where
multiple type ofgroups could recreate differently.
Work is expected to start in the next two years and
if past success is any indication, the result will be
another healthy open space available to all
For more information, including on how to
donate to the PK.T's work, visit https://www.
pacifica-land-trust.orgl.
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